Percept-related changes in horizontal optokinetic nystagmus at different body orientations in space.
Large-field motion of the visual environment is a powerful stimulus to induce the perception of contra-directional self-motion in a stationary observer. We investigated the interrelations between horizontal optokinetic nystagmus and subjective states of motion perception under variation of subjects' orientation with respect to gravity. Subjects were tested sitting upright and lying supine, and signalled transitions between object- and self-motion perception whilst viewing an optokinetic stimulus rotating about the subjects' longitudinal axis at a range of angular velocities. Optokinetic stimulation in the supine condition resulted in subjects perceiving a graviceptive conflict and the illusory perception of whole body tilt in a direction opposite to optokinetic stimulus rotation, whereas during upright viewing the axis of stimulus rotation was aligned with the direction of gravity and thus did not result in a conflict or perception of tilt. In both postures, self-motion perception coincided with an increased deviation of mean horizontal gaze position in the perceived direction of heading with a concurrent reduction in optokinetic nystagmus slow-phase gain. Slow-phase gain was also significantly reduced in the supine position as well as at increasing stimulus velocities. The results demonstrate that spontaneous transitions between the perception of object-motion and that of self-motion consistently coincide with spatial attentional and orientational strategies, shifting from passive monitoring to active oculomotor exploration and anticipation.